ANAMETRIX FOR MICROSOFT EXCEL
Analytics Embedded in Microsoft Excel Interface
Marketing organizations spend countless hours creating spreadsheets manually
to track data from campaigns and programs. With Anametrix for Microsoft
Excel, that time-consuming process is a thing of the past. Marketers gain true
bi-directional data access between Excel and the multichannel data in the
Anametrix digital analytics platform.

AT A GLANCE
Avoid time-consuming,
manual processes in data
manipulation

How It Works

Create, refresh, upload
and schedule reports
from all data

Anametrix has aligned its multichannel analytics platform with the tool
marketers most frequently use for data analysis and reporting. Anametrix
for Excel embeds new marketing analytics tools directly into the Excel user
interface with four buttons.

Improve visibility into
performance of all
marketing channels

• Query –automates the process of exporting marketing data to Excel from
any source connected to the Anametrix platform. A Data Wizard helps
marketers quickly map data fields from disparate sources. Other tabs
enable users to filter data and create parameters for analysis.
• Refresh –updates data in report templates on any schedule you define,
regardless of complexity or number of Excel sheets within the report
template. Reports can be refreshed automatically with the most current
data without reformatting or recalculating.
• Upload – delivers true bi-directional data exchange between Anametrix
and Excel, allowing users to easily account for offline data, while offering
finance organizations more accountable measurements. Users can only
add, edit or delete the data they upload from Excel, eliminating risk of data
loss or breach of integrity.
• Schedule –refreshes data in templates, automates publication of reports
to .xls, .pdf and other formats and emails results to mailing lists when
you want. In addition to saving time, this feature also supports
collaboration by refreshing the Anametrix data at the intervals you specify.

Accelerate return on
marketing investment
(ROMI)


“Excel has long been a favorite
of the marketing data analyst,
and for good reason. It provides
a great deal of power to a very
widely distributed user base.
With Anametrix supplying rich
data to Excel through its new
plug-in, that power only gets
compounded, and Anametrix
wins new visibility to users who
want a familiar interface.”
Andrew Edwards, CEO of
Technology Leaders and CoFounder of the Digital Analytics
Association

Driving Real Results
By driving better visibility and ease of use of data across all channels with Anametrix
for Excel, CMOs and their marketing teams can demonstrate and increase ROMI by
improving campaign effectiveness, reducing customer acquisition costs, expanding
lifetime value and uncovering new revenue opportunities.

ABOUT ANAMETRIX
Anametrix transforms businesses with marketing analytics. We collect, analyze and make sense out
of data across all channels in real time to enable marketers to discover new truths about customers,
prospects and the market at large. Anametrix delivers 360-degree visibility into business data to
uncover new trends and hidden correlations, explore new relationships and deliver a bigger and
more predictable impact on revenue. Founded in 2010 by the trailblazing web analytics team behind
WebSideStory, Anametrix has headquarters in San Diego, CA.
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